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Are countries with large Muslim populations more likely to experience or produce
transnational terrorist attacks than countries with fewer Muslims? And if there is a
difference, is it attributable to the influence of Islam, or to the economic, social, and
political conditions that are common in predominantly Muslim countries? Analyzing
all transnational terrorist attacks between 1973 and 2002, this study uses decompo-
sition analysis to identify the relative contributions of the observable and behavioral
characteristics of a state on the amount of terrorism that it experiences and produces.
The results suggest that Muslim states do not systematically produce more terrorism
than non-Muslim states once state repression, human rights abuses, and discrimination
against minorities are taken into account.

When polled in December 2001, 61 percent of Americans strongly or somewhat agreed
that their country needed to increase efforts to support democracy and economic growth
in Muslim countries.1 In this same survey, respondents identified religious extremism
as the most important cause of international terrorism. Conventional wisdom, and even
counterterrorism policy, seem to make certain assumptions about the causes of terrorism.
First, that political and economic problems cause terrorism and second, that these problems
are somehow more acute in Muslim countries. Both of these assumptions suggest that
increasing democracy or economic prosperity in Muslim states is an effective way to
combat terrorism. This approach implies that largely Muslim countries will respond to
increased political participation and wealth in the same manner as non-Muslim countries.
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316 J. Conrad and D. Milton

Some have suggested, however, that concepts like democracy do not mean the same thing
to predominantly Muslim societies as they do to Westerners.2

The idea that Muslim countries may be associated with more terrorism is not limited
to policy discussions or public opinion. There is a substantial body of scholarly literature
that either explicitly or implicitly points to Islam as a contributing factor in levels of terror-
ism. We still know very little, though, about how Muslim countries may or may not differ
systematically from other countries in their experiences with transnational terrorism. Our
analysis seeks to answer two broad questions. First, are any differences in transnational
terrorist attacks between Muslim and non-Muslim states attributable to commonly accepted
correlates of terrorism, such as political institutions and macroeconomic conditions?3 Sec-
ond, how much of the difference between the two types of states is influenced by these
political and economic characteristics, and how much is attributable to general heterogene-
ity between Muslim and non-Muslim states?

In an effort to answer these questions, our analysis departs from previous research
in two ways: First, we utilize an econometric technique known as decomposition analysis
which allows us to identify the relative contributions of a state’s observable characteristics
(i.e., observable values of the variables in our model) and behavioral characteristics (i.e.,
coefficients of the variables in our models) to any difference in transnational terrorism
across Muslim and non-Muslim countries. In other words, this method gives us an op-
portunity to break down any apparent differences between Muslim and non-Muslim states
into (1) macro-level characteristics of states such as regime type, economic inequality or
government policy and (2) the extent to which differences in religious demographics alter
the influence of such variables. Second, we examine not only how many terrorist attacks
a state experiences, but also how many it produces (i.e., how many transnational attacks
around the world are perpetrated by citizens of that state). In doing so, we move beyond
most previous empirical studies of transnational terrorism, which tend to focus only on the
target of terrorist attacks, and rarely examine the source of those attacks.4

The results of our analysis suggest that Muslim countries are no more likely to ex-
perience transnational terrorist attacks than non-Muslim countries. We find some prelim-
inary evidence that Muslim countries produce more transnational terrorist attacks than
non-Muslim countries (more perpetrators of attacks come from Muslim countries), and
this difference is not driven by differences in economic conditions, political institutions, or
other structural factors. However, the difference between the two samples is not statistically
significant once government policy is taken into account. In other words, even though the
presence of a majority or plurality Muslim population initially seems to have a positive influ-
ence on the amount of terrorism a country exports, this influence becomes insignificant once
factors like state repression and minority discrimination are taken into account. Our study
therefore joins a burgeoning literature on the primacy of state actions in driving terrorism,5

and casts substantial doubt on the notion that Islam per se is a key determinant of terrorism.
After reviewing the scholarly literature on Islam and terrorism and outlining the com-

peting hypotheses, we present an overview of the central methodology of this study, the
decomposition model. We then explain the data and research design of our analysis. Fol-
lowing the description of the data and design, we present the results from regression
models as well as the decomposition analysis. Finally, we conclude with a discussion on
the implications of our results and potential areas for future research.

The Islam–Terrorism Connection in Theory

The possible causes of terrorism received increased attention from academics following
the 11 September 2001 (9/11) attacks in the United States and subsequent terrorist attacks
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 317

in Europe and Asia. As a result of this increased focus on terrorism research, multiple
factors influencing the number of terrorist attacks have been identified, ranging from a
state’s regime type to its level of poverty. Yet many of these studies have also explicitly
or implicitly controlled for the presence of a majority Muslim population. A string of
recent research has emphasized the importance of religion, and religious differences, in
fueling terrorism.6 Specifically, religious oppression of minorities and religious differences
between sources and targets of terrorism have been identified as aggravating factors that
may lead to terrorism.

Why might scholars expect Muslim countries to exhibit different patterns of terror-
ism than non-Muslim countries? Some scholars argue that idiosyncratic interpretations of
religious texts may lead to higher levels of terrorism. The temporal period under analysis
in most of the aforementioned studies coincides with what many scholars have argued is
a rise in “fundamentalist terrorism” in the last decades of the twentieth century.7 They
argue that a resurgence of general religious fundamentalism, including (but not exclusive
to) the Muslim world, has been the motivation for much of the terrorism of the last three
decades.8 Juergensmeyer has stressed that religion, and especially its more strict interpreta-
tions, feature an “absolutism” that makes terrorism both more likely and more justifiable.9

Hoffman argues that it is this absolutism and the belief in divine sanctioning of terrorist
activity that ultimately makes the perpetrators of religious terrorism “unconstrained by the
political, moral, or practical constraints that seem to affect other terrorists.”10 Terrorism
may not only be justified through strict religious interpretations, but it also may be viewed
as necessary in accomplishing the group’s goals. In this sense, religion and fundamentalist
religious movements, in particular, can be used as “legitimizing force[s]” where none may
have previously existed.11

Furthermore, the use of terrorism by religious organizations can be viewed as a mutually
reinforcing process.12 Successful terrorist campaigns driven by religious motivations can
move religious issues to the forefront of public discourse, and can even make individual
religious organizations and sects more powerful. This theoretical argument, that religion
can empower terrorist campaigns and vice versa, receives a considerable amount of support
in a series of articles that apply economic models to the phenomenon of religious.13

These authors conclude that religious terrorism organizations have several advantages over
non-religious organizations in terms of recruitment and securing long-term commitments
from members. Religious groups are better able to provide club goods and to demand
economically efficient sacrifices from their members. These recruitment and commitment-
inducing tools, in turn, contribute to tactical superiority in executing terrorist attacks, among
other advantages.14

To summarize, a large portion of the literature on terrorism agrees that the presence
of religious motivations not only makes terrorism more likely, but more effective, as well.
While this body of literature largely refers to patterns of terrorism during the rise of religious
fundamentalism in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, Rapoport points out
that even in earlier time periods, when terrorism was more typically utilized by groups
with nationalist and ideological motivations, there was often a heavy “overlap” of religious
identity.15 Sedgwick notes that while Al Qaeda’s immediate objectives are political in nature
(with regard to U.S. foreign policy) their ultimate aims are religiously oriented.16

But if religion in general is thought to affect levels of terrorism, why would we
expect to see separate patterns for Muslim countries compared to non-Muslim countries?
The connection between religion and terrorism identified in the previous studies does not
necessarily indicate that Islamic groups should be any more likely to use terrorism as a
tactic than other groups. Other scholars, however, have argued that there is indeed something
unique about Islamic fundamentalist movements that makes terrorism more likely.17 Once
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318 J. Conrad and D. Milton

again, the temporal period with which most contemporary studies of terrorism are concerned
makes the identification of Islam as a contributing factor to terrorism almost inevitable.
Barros and Proença argue that the Iranian revolution of 1979 and the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan transformed terrorism from a largely secular phenomenon to one that has been
primarily driven by Islamic motivations.18 Rapoport has identified terrorism since the wane
of Marxism, nationalism, and other secular ideologies as the “fourth wave” of terrorism.19

This current wave of terrorism, he claims, is driven primarily by religious motivations, and
by Islamic motivations, in particular. Hoffman points out that while only a minority of
terrorist attacks during the 1980s were perpetrated by Islamic terrorist organizations, these
attacks resulted in a disproportionate amount of casualties.20 Again, this may simply be a
result of religious groups in general being more effective at terrorist attacks, but the fact
remains that many of the religious terrorist groups in operation since the 1980s are Muslim
in denomination.

Scholars have also linked terrorism directly to Islam by way of historical precedent.
Many consider the Ismailis-Nizari (“Assassins”) of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries to
be the earliest examples of our conventional idea of a terrorist organization. The Assassins
developed entirely within the Shi’ite tradition of Islam, and were organized primarily
to fight the invading Christian Crusaders in the Middle East.21 Contemporary Islamic
terrorism (especially suicide terrorism) is seen by some, then, as the latest in a long
tradition of Shi’ite glorification of death and martyrdom.22 Present-day fundamentalist
Muslim religious leaders frequently invoke this historical precedent (in addition to scriptural
precedent) when morally justifying the use of terrorist tactics.23 And other scholars point
out that while Islam has no historical monopoly on violence, it is the only major religion
with a concept like jihad (or at least, the only one which makes such a concept central to
the religion).24

If Islam directly influences the probability of terrorism, as these studies suggest, then
countries with more adherents to Islam might experience and/or produce more terrorism
than countries with fewer followers of Islam.

Statistical Attempts to Evaluate the Islam–Terrorism Connection

While there has been no systematic empirical analysis of the connection between Islam
and terrorism to our knowledge, several recent studies have found statistical evidence that
Muslim countries at least experience more terrorist attacks than non-Muslim countries,
ceteris paribus. For example, Wade and Reiter, in a study on the determinants of suicide
terrorism, control for countries with majority Muslim populations, arguing that an important
body of literature has characterized suicide terror as a “primarily Muslim phenomenon.”25

They find that Muslim countries are significantly more likely to experience suicide terrorism
than non-Muslim countries, and the effect is substantively large. Likewise, Piazza controls
for Muslim majorities in his analysis of the effect of democracy and economic liberalization
on levels of terrorism.26 Like Wade and Reiter, he finds that whether or not a country is
primarily Muslim has a significant effect on the number of overall terrorist attacks that the
country can expect.

But Piazza argues that controlling for the presence of a majority Muslim population may
be addressing another issue besides the hypothesized link between Islam and terrorism.27

He notes that Muslim countries typically lag behind other countries in terms of levels of
democratization, economic liberalization, and other variables commonly believed to have
an effect on levels of terrorism. Controlling for Muslim countries, then, may also be a
way of controlling for these other factors via a proxy measure. And controlling for the
Middle East as a region may suffer from the same issues. Li finds that the Middle East as a
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 319

region is highly susceptible to terrorist attacks compared to other regions, while Enders and
Sandler find that the Middle East and Asia are the regions most associated with terrorist
attacks since 9/11.28 They imply that this result is directly correlated with the rise of Islamic
fundamentalism, as those two regions have the highest proportion of Muslim countries in
the world. But again, if Middle East countries and Muslim countries are also likely to score
lower on political and economic measures than non-Muslim countries, then the influence
of religion may be spurious.

More recently, scholars have argued that the policies of governments directed toward
their citizens, especially dissidents, matters just as much, if not more, than structural char-
acteristics like domestic political institutions and economic performance.29 In particular,
studies have demonstrated that state violations of physical integrity rights and discrimi-
nation against minorities can have a significant impact on the number of terrorist attacks
that a state experiences.30 And insofar as the presence of large amounts of oil reduces the
need for some leaders to be responsive to their constituents and increases the likelihood
of civil and human rights violations, oil production may be a crucial influencer of terrorist
activity.31 Of course, many of the world’s major oil-producing countries also happen to be
predominantly Muslim. Pape has argued that terrorism is not caused by fundamentalism or
any similar transcendental attachment, but is rather a strategic choice made by groups with
specific grievances.32 Ross also hypothesizes that grievances are the most important factor
driving the level of terrorism.33 But if governments in Muslim countries are more likely
to generate grievances (political grievances, economic grievances, etc.) than other, non-
Muslim countries, we would still find that Muslim countries experience a disproportionate
amount of terrorist attacks in the system.

If differences in the number of terrorist attacks that states produce and/or experience
are actually being driven by differences in structural characteristics of states or the policies
of their governments, and those differences are correlated to some extent with the presence
of a majority Muslim population, then the connection between Islam and terrorism may be
spurious.

There are two important limitations to previous studies that have prevented us from
more fully understanding the connection between Islam and terrorism. First, most of these
studies focus on the location of terrorist attacks. While it seems logical to expect that Muslim
countries might experience more attacks than non-Muslim countries, the more intuitive
conclusion (according to some of the above theories) is that Muslim countries should
produce more terrorist attacks than non-Muslim countries. In other words, the perpetrators
of terrorist attacks should more often come from Muslim countries. Second, most attempts
to understand the connection have only been through the use of a majority/plurality Muslim
control variable. This approach, as noted by Piazza, may not actually be addressing the
question of whether or not the Islamic religion influences terrorism.34 Instead, scholars
may be inadvertently controlling for observable factors (e.g., economic or political factors)
that differ between Muslim and non-Muslim countries. What the debate needs is a research
design through which the effects of these observable factors can be separated from any
“behavioral” differences of Muslim countries. In the next section, we describe a statistical
technique that allows us to make such a distinction.

Decomposition Analysis

The foundational question of this analysis is whether there are unobservable differences
between Muslim and non-Muslim countries that influence the number of terrorist attacks
they experience or produce. Or are such differences attributable to measurable politi-
cal and economic characteristics? Although the specific question asked here is unique,
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320 J. Conrad and D. Milton

this type of question, which deals with differences between observable and unobservable
characteristics, is not unique. Early in the field of economics, the question of wage discrim-
ination based on gender or race commanded large amounts of scholarly attention.35 This
line of research sought not only to explain whether or not differences existed between the
wages paid to women as opposed to men or Blacks as opposed to Whites, but also to explain
how characteristics of these groups might account for differences in earnings. For example,
do Whites earn more than Blacks because they have more education, ceteris paribus, or
because the effect of education on wages is higher for Whites than it is for Blacks? Decom-
position analysis allows us to separate out these differences.36 We apply this technique to
address the question of how Muslim countries might differ from non-Muslim countries.37

Before doing so, we give a brief description of how this technique works.
The quickest way to estimate whether or not there is a different impact on the number of

terrorist attacks between Muslim and non-Muslim countries is to include a dummy variable
in the traditional linear regression equation as follows

Y = Xjβj + XMβM + ε (1)

where Xj is a vector containing the predictors of terrorist events and XM is a dummy
variable that takes on the value of “1” for Muslim countries, and “0” otherwise. In order to
test whether or not a plurality or majority Muslim population has an appreciable effect on
the number of terrorist incidents in a country (or produced by that country), we would only
need to conduct a hypothesis test for βM �= 0.38 If this test is significant, it would tell us that
Muslim countries are home to more terrorist attacks than non-Muslim countries. However,
even though commonly used by scholars (as described above), this method conveys
relatively little information regarding the sources of the differences between Muslim and
non-Muslim countries, leaving us with scarcely more information than when we started.

A second technique would be to estimate two separate equations for Muslim and
non-Muslim countries, and then simply find the difference between the mean outcomes of
these two equations, Ȳ M − Ȳ N , where the M superscript represents the results produced
by analyzing the model only with respect to Muslim countries and the Nsuperscript rep-
resents the same process for non-Muslim countries.39 We could then call that difference,
if significant, the average amount of terror attributable to Muslim nations as opposed to
non-Muslim nations.40 As Blinder suggests, the analysis of why Muslim nations might
differ from non-Muslim nations can be taken much further than this.41

The amount of difference actually explained (in terms of the variables that we have
included, setting aside the intercepts) by our equation would be

∑
j βM

j X̄M
j − ∑

j βN
j X̄N

j

Notice that the difference is a function of both the coefficients and the average characteristics
of the variables in the two different samples. This equation can be rewritten as follows:

∑

j

βM
j X̄M

j −
∑

j

βN
j X̄N

j =
∑

j

βN
j

(
X̄M

j − X̄N
j

) +
∑

j

X̄M
j

(
βM

j − βN
j

)
. (2)

One important thing to recognize is that the portion of the equation within the first set of
parentheses is based on the average values of the independent variables in our two samples.
The independent variables are measured, not estimated. This part of the equation represents
the difference between what we can observe and measure about each group (Muslim and
non-Muslim) and how that difference affects the overall difference between Muslim and
non-Muslim countries. This part of the equation has been described as “attributable to
the endowments” or as the difference in “observables.”42 In either sense, what is being
conveyed is that the difference between Muslim and non-Muslim countries is in part due to
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 321

the fact that there are observable differences between the two groups in terms of measurable
characteristics (regime type, poverty, etc.).

The second set of parentheses in Equation (2) is based on the difference between
the coefficients in the two models. The coefficients of each sample represent how each
group responds to changes in values of the independent variables. In this case, we take
the difference between the responses (coefficients) of Muslim and non-Muslim countries.
Previous research has described this part of the equation as “attributable to the coefficients”
or as the difference in “behavior” of the two groups.43 Using either description, this part of
the model represents the fact that different variables have different effects on the production
of terrorism. For example, it is possible that the actual effect of population size or economic
development differs from Muslim to non-Muslim nations. This portion of the equation is
capturing that distinction.44

Reed and Chiba point out that if there is no difference between the observable charac-
teristics of the two countries (X̄M

j − X̄N
j = 0), then differences in the amount of terror in

Muslim countries as opposed to non-Muslim countries is due to behavioral characteristics
(i.e., the second part of the equation).45 This same logic applies to the behavioral side of
the equation in that if βM

j − βN
j = 0, any difference between Muslim and non-Muslim

countries in producing terror would be attributable to observed differences (e.g., different
levels of education, poverty).

We use STATA’s “oaxaca” command, developed by Ben Jann, to estimate the decom-
position models.46 To estimate the standard errors, the delta method is used.47 It should
be noted that the standard Oaxaca-Blinder model uses ordinary least squares (OLS), and
its associated assumptions, in estimating the decomposition. Some scholars have pointed
out that OLS is inefficient when the dependent variable is a count of terrorist attacks, as it
is in our analysis. We therefore analyzed nonlinear negative binomial decompositions, in
addition to our OLS decompositions, and find that the results support our main conclusions
outlined below.

Data

We employ a time-series cross-sectional research design, with observations from all coun-
tries for which data is available in the period 1973–2002. There are two variations of the
dependent variable. Both come from the International Terrorism: Attributes of Terrorism
(ITERATE) dataset, which compiles information on all transnational terrorist attacks.48 For
the purposes of this study, there are two variables in the dataset that are particularly rele-
vant: perpetrator nationality and event location. Our first dependent variable, therefore, is
consistent with many previous studies on terrorism: we create a yearly count of the number
of terrorist attacks that a state experiences. This variable ranges from 0 to 181, and can
be thought of as the susceptibility of a particular country to terrorist attacks, regardless of
the national origin of the perpetrators. The second dependent variable is a yearly count of
terrorist events committed by individuals of a particular nationality. Thus, the count shows
the production of terror from each country for a given year, and it ranges from 0 to 129.
These two dependent variables allow for a comparison between whether terror more often
emanates (or not) from Muslim countries or whether Muslim countries are more susceptible
(or not) to terrorist attacks.49

For our purposes, the most important independent variable is the one that allows us
to distinguish between Muslim and non-Muslim countries. To this effect, we include a
variable, Muslim is a dummy variable, with “1” representing countries with at least a
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322 J. Conrad and D. Milton

plurality of Muslims, and “0” otherwise.50 It was constructed by Piazza using data from the
CIA51 and State Department.52

Avoiding Omitted Variable Bias

In order to generate any confidence in the final results of this analysis, we must first ensure
that all variables that potentially influence both our independent and dependent variables
are included as controls. If the presence of a majority or plurality Muslim population
is not a true influencer of transnational terrorism, then studies that find this variable to
be significant may suffer from omitted variable bias. Indeed, the argument that Islam is
correlated with other factors, which in turn drive terrorism, is an argument about omitted
variable bias. For example, if human rights violations increase the number of terrorist attacks
that a state experiences, and human rights violations are more prevalent in predominantly
Muslim countries, then excluding human rights from our statistical analysis will lead to
positive bias.53 In other words, we would overestimate the effect of Islam on terrorism. It is
therefore crucial that we include a comprehensive set of independent variables that account
for potential causes of transnational terrorism that may also be correlated with the number
of Muslim adherents within a country. To date, empirical studies of terrorism have largely
focused on two broad categories of factors that influence levels of terrorism: structural
characteristics of countries (including political institutions and economic conditions) and
government policies.

Since studies of terrorism most commonly claim that political and economic factors
have the greatest influence on the number of terrorist attacks a state experiences, several
of our key independent variables are aimed at capturing such concepts. A state’s level of
democracy has been demonstrated by many scholars to have an effect on the number of
terrorist attacks the state experiences.54 Democracies typically provide more civil liberties,
such as freedom of speech and freedom of association, which make it easier for terrorists to
organize and execute attacks. The operationalization for democracy in our models is taken
from the Polity IV project.55 Polity IV creates a measure that ranges from –10 for states that
are considered “strong” autocracies, to a score of 10 for states that are considered “strong”
democracies. Those countries that score higher on the Polity scale offer greater political
participation, greater constraints on the executive, and other factors commonly associated
with democratic governance. Regimes that score lower than 5 or 6 on the scale are generally
thought to be non-democratic. Economic conditions within countries are also thought to
influence terrorism, since individuals in more economically advanced states have higher
standards of living and fewer reasons to engage in terrorism.56 To capture this potential
effect, we include GDP Per Capita, a logged measure of real Gross Domestic Product
per capita from the United Nations Statistics Division.57 Finally, we include two structural
measures, which are used as standard control variables in many studies of terrorism. The
first is Population, which is the natural log of a state’s population. The second is Area, the
natural log of the total geographic surface area of the country. Higher values of both of
these measures are thought to lead to more terrorism since larger populations and larger
geographic areas make policing and counterterrorism efforts more difficult.58 Finally, to
control for the possibility that patterns of terrorism were influenced by the Cold War, we
include a variable Post Cold War, which equals “1” if the observation year is later than
1991, and “0” otherwise.

While most quantitative analyses of terrorism have traditionally focused on these
kinds of broad structural and institutional variables, Walsh and Piazza point out that “less
attention has been paid to how the actual behavior of the government” may drive patterns
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 323

of terrorism.59 Government repression has long been found to influence domestic dissent,
although expectations and findings regarding the nature of its influence have varied.60

Only recently, however, have scholars begun to examine how government policy affects
terrorism. In an effort to avoid omitted variable bias and generate maximum confidence in
our results, we include in our models several variables that capture government policies
likely to influence terrorism. The first measure, Physical Integrity Rights, captures the
level of respect for physical integrity rights in each country on a scale of 0 to 8, with a
score of 8 representing the highest level of respect.61 Physical integrity violations have
been found to increase transnational and domestic terrorism, so a negative effect is also
expected here.62 Piazza also finds that discrimination against minorities is a significant
predictor of terrorism.63 Specifically, he finds that economic and political discrimination
against minority groups leads to an increase in terrorist attacks. These two variables,
Economic Discrimination and Political Discrimination, are drawn from the Minorities at
Risk project.64 Both variables are scales ranging from “0” to “4” with “0” representing no
minority discrimination and “4” representing a “substantial” restriction of minority rights
through government policy. We follow Caprioli and Trumbore, Lai, and Piazza in coding
the highest level of discrimination that any minority group experiences within a given
country year.65 Finally, political scientists have identified evidence of a “resource curse,”
with respect to oil production. Countries that produce significant amounts of oil are more
likely to experience government repression because increased income from oil decreases
leaders’ reliance on their citizens to remain in power.66 If the presence of large amounts of
oil does indeed increase the repressive behavior of governments, and repression increases
terrorism, then oil production could be a significant positive predictor of terrorism. The
specific measure, Oil, is the total income from oil exports as a percentage of GDP and is
drawn from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators.67

By including both structural/institutional characteristics and government policies in
our model, we have accounted for a comprehensive list of variables that are likely to be
correlated with both our key independent variable and our dependent variable. We now
proceed to an examination of the empirical results of our analysis.

Explaining Differences Between Muslim and Non-Muslim States

Before determining the relative influence of observable and behavioral characteristics of
states on the number of terrorist attacks a state experiences and produces, we conduct a
preliminary analysis to see if evidence exists for an empirical difference between Muslim
and non-Muslim states on a number of indicators. In Table 1 we present a summary of the
observable characteristics of states that we use in our larger analysis. We also include our
two dependent variables in this analysis: the number of transnational terrorist attacks a state
experiences in a year, and the number of attacks perpetrated by citizens of that state in a
year. We use a difference in means test to determine if there are indeed differences between
Muslim and non-Muslim states, and whether these differences are statistically significant.
The table displays information for three samples: Sample 1 shows the means for the pooled
sample, Sample 2 shows the means for the Muslim subsample (including only the countries
identified as having a majority or plurality Muslim population), and Sample 3 displays
the means for the non-Muslim subsample (all countries identified as having a non-Muslim
majority or plurality).

From this initial snapshot, we can already see that Muslim and non-Muslim countries
differ in many of their observable characteristics. Of chief importance to this study is
the difference in the number of terrorist attacks emanating from, and taking place in,
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Table 1
Difference in means across Muslim and non-Muslim subsamples

Sample 2 Sample 3
Sample 1 Muslim Non-Muslim

Variable Pooled Subsample Subsample

Incidents (location)∗ 1.69 (6.31) 2.33 (7.58) 1.57 (6.03)
Incidents (perpetrator)∗ 1.12 (4.88) 1.64 (5.21) 1.02 (4.81)
Democracy∗ 0.24 (7.54) –4.76 (5.14) 1.38 (7.56)
Population (logged) 3.91 (0.67) 3.95 (0.61) 3.91 (0.69)
GDP Per Capita (logged)∗ 3.11 (0.65) 3.01 (0.58) 3.14 (0.67)
Area (logged)∗ 6.14 (1.76) 6.47 (1.47) 6.04 (1.83)
Oil∗ 4.62 (12.11) 13.14 (18.89) 2.56 (8.60)
Economic Discrimination∗ 2.31 (1.35) 2.10 (1.45) 2.39 (1.30)
Political Discrimination∗ 2.65 (1.35) 2.90 (1.34) 2.55 (1.34)
Physical Integrity Rights∗ 4.92 (2.38) 3.88 (2.17) 5.20 (2.35)

(Standard deviations in parentheses).
∗Difference in means significant at p < .05.

Muslim states compared to non-Muslim states. Arguments that Islam is associated with
more terrorist attacks find preliminary support here: the mean number of transnational
terrorist attacks emanating from Muslim countries is 1.64, while the mean in non-Muslim
countries is 1.02.68 This difference is small, but not unimportant. There appears to be a
greater number of attacks being produced, on average, by Muslim countries. When looking
at where the attacks take place (i.e., which states are the targets of attacks), the mean for
Muslim countries is 2.33, while the mean for non-Muslim countries is 1.57. This difference
in means is statistically significant.

Differences in the mean values of most of the other variables are significant, indicating
that substantial differences in the observable characteristics of Muslim and non-Muslim
states exist. Muslim countries, on average, have lower scores for democracy and lower
levels of GDP per capita than non-Muslim countries. Muslim countries also have higher
levels of political discrimination against minority groups and lower levels of respect for
physical integrity rights. This emphasizes Piazza’s point that any differences in terrorist
attacks between the two samples may simply be a result of Muslim countries having
different values for these observable characteristics.69 In other words, characteristics such
as the level of democracy and individual income may be correlated with the number of
terrorist attacks a state experiences. Another important implication of Table 1 is that the
Muslim sample has lower variances on some of the variables representing the observable
characteristics of a country, while the non-Muslim sample exhibits lower variance in other
areas (most notably, with the variable Oil). Muslim states, therefore, seem to be no more
homogeneous than non-Muslim states overall (at least with respect to the indicators included
here).

Turning now to behavioral characteristics, we aim to determine if there is a similar
discrepancy between Muslim and non-Muslim states in the influence that these observable
characteristics have on the number of transnational terrorist attacks. We use a negative bi-
nomial model to estimate separate regression equations on the pooled sample as well as the
two subsamples.70 To account for possible endogeneity, we advance the dependent variable
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Table 2
Dependent variable: Number of terrorist attacks by location

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Democracy — 0.08∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.02
— (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Population (logged) 1.05∗∗∗ 1.01∗∗∗ 0.99∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.14)
GDP Per Capita (logged) 0.55∗∗∗ — 0.15 1.11∗∗∗

(0.09) — (0.10) (0.16)
Area (logged) 0.16∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ −0.03

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.04)
Muslim Country 0.34∗∗∗ 0.64∗∗∗ 0.66∗∗∗ 0.13

(0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.18)
Post Cold War –0.90∗∗∗ –1.07∗∗∗ –1.06∗∗∗ –1.01∗∗∗

(0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.76)
Oil — — — –0.004

— — — (0.01)
Economic Discrimination — — — –0.05

— — — (0.08)
Political Discrimination — — — 0.07

— — — (0.08)
Physical Integrity Rights — — — –0.23∗∗∗

— — — (0.04)
Constant –6.12∗∗∗ –4.40∗∗∗ –4.71∗∗∗ –5.15

(0.43) (0.32) (0.47) (0.76)
Observations 4,293 4,373 4,216 1,335
Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Results are from negative binomial regressions.
(Robust standard errors in parentheses).
∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01 (two-tailed).

(the count of terrorist attacks) by one year. This helps to ensure that any relevant variations
in the independent variables occur prior to variations in the dependent variable. Tables 2
and 3 display the results of regressions on the pooled samples with transnational terrorist
attacks experienced and produced as the dependent variables, respectively. By including the
variable Muslim as an independent variable in the regressions, we are demonstrating how
most previous studies have addressed the possible correlation of terrorist attacks and a
majority Muslim population. In the four models in Table 2, we control for struc-
tural/institutional variables (Models 1, 2 and 3) and structural variables combined with
government policy variables (Model 4). The Muslim variable is significant in all models
except for Model 4, suggesting that a strong link between having a majority Muslim pop-
ulation and experiencing transnational terrorist attacks is weaker when government policy
is taken into account. This pattern is repeated in Table 3, with the Muslim variable being
highly significant in the first three models, but becoming insignificant once we account for
government policies. This result will be an important one to consider as we move into the
decomposition analysis.
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Table 3
Dependent variable: Number of terrorist attacks by perpetrator nationality

Variable Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Democracy — 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗

— (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Population (logged) 1.34∗∗∗ 1.31∗∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗ 0.95∗∗∗

(0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.17)
GDP Per Capita (logged) 0.07 — −0.09 0.82∗∗∗

(0.11) — (0.12) (0.18)
Area (logged) 0.10∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ –0.07

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.05)
Muslim Country 0.50∗∗∗ 0.67∗∗∗ 0.69∗∗∗ 0.27

(0.12) (0.14) (0.14) (0.20)
Post Cold War –0.80∗∗∗ –0.88∗∗∗ –0.92∗∗∗ –0.70∗∗∗

(0.12) (0.13) (0.12) (0.19)
Oil — — — 0.01

— — — (0.01)
Economic Discrimination — — — –0.14

— — — (0.10)
Political Discrimination — — — 0.25∗∗

— — — (0.11)
Physical Integrity Rights — — — –0.31∗∗∗

— — — (0.05)
Constant –6.09∗∗∗ –5.75∗∗∗ –5.42∗∗∗ –5.19∗∗∗

(0.56) (0.41) (0.59) (0.95)
Observations 4,293 4,373 4,216 1,335
Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Results are from negative binomial regressions.
(Robust standard errors in parentheses).
∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01 (two-tailed).

In Tables 2 and 3, we include a variable to account for a majority Muslim population.
However, another way to think about the difference that might exist is to analyze models
while separating the samples into Muslim and non-Muslim samples. This is what we do in
Figures 1 and 2. The results from the pooled sample are located in the left-hand column of
each graph, the results of the Muslim subsample are included in the middle column, and
the non-Muslim results are presented in the right-hand column.

The first observation we can derive from these figures (which shows coefficient values
when predicting the location of terrorist incidents) is the insignificance of some of the
variables in the Muslim subsample (Figure 1, center column). The points represent the
actual coefficient estimates for each variable, with the bands around the points indicating
the 95 percent confidence interval of those estimates. Notice that several of the confidence
intervals in the Muslim subsample include 0. In other words, we cannot safely conclude
that the effect of these variables is significantly different from 0. By contrast, at least two
of the variables (Regime and Physical Integrity Rights) that are insignificant in the Muslim
subsample are significant in the non-Muslim subsample. This may suggest that looking at
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 327

Figure 1. Negative binomial coefficients, pooled and subsamples, by location.

the behavioral characteristics of these two samples alone may not be the best way to explain
the location of transnational terrorist attacks.

In the graph showing coefficient values when predicting the nationality of the perpetra-
tor of terrorist attacks, we see similar patterns (Figure 2, center column). Notice the wider
variance around our estimates of the coefficients in the Muslim subsample, compared with
the results of the non-Muslim subsample (this same phenomenon appears to some extent
in Figure 1). It appears that behaviorally, Muslim countries exhibit greater variability than
do non-Muslim countries. We noted earlier that, overall, the two samples are comparable
with respect to variance in the endowments (variables), but it appears that the variance is
almost universally wider for the Muslim subsample in terms of behavioral characteristics
(coefficients). At this point, however, it is difficult to say whether or not these differences
account for a large difference in terms of the end product: transnational terrorism. To get
a better assessment of how differences in endowments and coefficients affect the location
and production of transnational terrorism, we turn to the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition.

In Table 4 we show the results of the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition on the event loca-
tion model that contained only the structural/institutional variables (Model 3), which allows
us to break down the sample differences into observable and behavioral characteristics.71 In
Table 4 the first two rows of the table displays the mean predictions of terrorist attacks by
group. We can see that the predicted number of transnational terrorist attacks in countries
with at least a plurality of any group other than Muslims is about the same when compared
with countries with at least a plurality of Muslims. In fact, the difference between the two
predictions is statistically insignificant (third row). In other words, there seems to be no
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Figure 2. Negative binomial coefficients, pooled and subsamples, by perpetrator nationality.

difference in the number of transnational terrorist events that occur in Muslim countries as
opposed to other countries. In Table 5, however, which lists the results of the decomposition
of the perpetrator nationality model (Model 7), the difference between the two samples is
significant. On average, Muslim states produce 0.61 more terrorist attacks than non-Muslim
states. The bottom two rows in Table 5 then break this difference down into observable and
behavioral contributions. The fourth row in Table 5, labeled “Observables,” indicates how
the number of attacks produced would change if we applied the observable characteris-
tics of the non-Muslim countries in the sample (levels of political participation, economic

Table 4
Decomposition analysis of terrorist attack by location

Structural characteristics only (Model 3)

Component Coefficient (Standard error)

Non-Muslim 2.28∗∗∗ (0.13)
Muslim 2.29∗∗∗ (0.24)
Difference −0.01 (0.27)
Observables 1.03∗∗∗ (0.12)
Coefficients −1.04∗∗∗ (0.29)

∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01 (two-tailed).
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 329

Table 5
Decomposition analysis of terrorist attack by perpetrator nationality

Structural characteristics only (Model 7)

Component Coefficient (Standard error)

Non-Muslim 1.10∗∗∗ (0.08)
Muslim 1.71∗∗∗ (0.17)
Difference −0.61∗∗∗ (0.18)
Observables 0.24∗∗∗ (0.07)
Coefficients −0.85∗∗∗ (0.20)

∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01 (two-tailed).

freedom, respect for physical integrity rights, etc.) to Muslim countries. The number of
attacks produced would increase in Muslim countries, providing evidence that observable
political and economic characteristics have some influence over how often a state produces
transnational attacks. But there is also a difference between the two samples in terms of
their behavioral differences (the fifth row in Table 5, labeled “Coefficients”). Specifically,
if Muslim states were given the same behavioral characteristics of non-Muslim states (i.e.,
if they responded to observable characteristics in the same manner), Muslim states would
produce 0.85 fewer attacks per year, on average. Importantly, this effect is nearly three times
greater than the competing effect of the “Observables” portion. Table 5, therefore, provides
preliminary evidence that Muslim states indeed produce more transnational attacks than
non-Muslim states, and that this difference is primarily due to religious differences, rather
than observable characteristics like regime type.

The previous two tables featured results of the decomposition models when we only
included the structural/institutional control variables. In Tables 6 and 7, we add the govern-
ment policy variables to the analysis. Table 6 displays the results from the attack location
model (Model 4). The difference between the two samples is once again not statistically
significant, but also notice that only the “Observables” portion of the model is significant.
In other words, while there is not a statistically significant difference between the two
samples, any difference that does exist seems to be driven by the observable characteris-
tics. If Muslim states were given the same observable characteristics as non-Muslim states

Table 6
Decomposition analysis of terrorist attack by location

Structural plus government policy (Model 4)

Component Coefficient (Standard error)

Non-Muslim 1.91∗∗∗ (0.26)
Muslim 1.47∗∗∗ (0.22)
Difference 0.43 (0.34)
Observables 0.71∗∗∗ (0.23)
Coefficients −0.28 (0.36)

∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01 (two-tailed).
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Table 7
Decomposition analysis of terrorist attack by perpetrator nationality

Structural plus government policy (Model 8)

Component Coefficient (Standard error)

Non-Muslim 0.95∗∗∗ (0.17)
Muslim 1.20∗∗∗ (0.18)
Difference −0.25 (0.25)
Observables 0.09 (0.14)
Coefficients −0.35 (0.27)

∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01 (two-tailed).

(including political and economic characteristics and government policies), they would
experience more attacks, on average.

Finally, Table 7 displays the results from the full model with perpetrator nationality
as the dependent variable (Model 8). Unlike the previous perpetrator nationality model
outlined in Table 5, however, the difference between the two samples here is no longer
statistically significant. So, while there initially seemed to be some difference at work
between the two samples in Table 5, and this difference seemed to be largely driven by the
presence of a Muslim majority or plurality, this difference is insignificant once government
policies are taken into account, as are both the “Observable” and “Coefficient” portions of
the decomposition analysis. Specifically, when human rights abuses and various forms of
domestic discrimination are included in the analysis, Muslim and non-Muslim countries
are indistinguishable with respect to their production of terrorism.

Sensitivity Analysis

In an effort to generate additional confidence in the results presented above, we employed
a series of robustness checks based on both methodological and theoretical concerns.
In the interest of space, the results of these checks are not presented, but we briefly
discuss their implications here. First, as described earlier, we conducted a set of nonlinear
decomposition analyses using a negative binomial model, since OLS may not be appropriate
for the count variables used as our dependent variables. The conclusions of our four primary
decomposition models outlined above do not change with the new methodological approach.
Second, much of the literature surveyed earlier argues that organizations are not only more
likely to use terrorism, but are likely to be more effective than non-religious organizations.
We therefore analyzed our main set of models using two new dependent variables: the
number of terrorist fatalities experienced, and the number of fatalities produced by, a state
in a given year. Overall, the results are very similar. The most notable change is that the
difference in the samples in Table 6 is now statistically significant, and the difference is
solely attributable to the difference in “Coefficients.” According to these results, if Muslim
states were given the same observable characteristics as non-Muslim states, they would
experience more fatalities from terrorist attacks.

Conclusion

Our goal has been to use more appropriate methodological tools to address a question that
continues to be debated in popular discourse and academic literature: Is there a connection
between Islam and terrorism? We separated the universe of countries into two groups,
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Unpacking the Connection Between Terror and Islam 331

countries with a majority or plurality Muslim population and countries with a majority or
plurality of any other religion. We then used decomposition analysis to identify the relative
contributions of “observable” and “behavioral” differences between the two categories. In
the early labor economics literature, which focused on the wage gaps between men and
women, decomposition analysis suggested that the majority of the differences between the
two groups’ earnings were attributable to behavioral characteristics. That is, given the same
observable characteristics as men, women would still earn less. Economists interpreted this
“behavioral” difference as wage discrimination.

We initially find some evidence of a behavioral difference between Muslim and non-
Muslim countries, particularly with regards to the amount of terrorism they produce. While
observable characteristics seem to be the primary influencer of which states are targeted
for attacks, the results suggest that majority or plurality Muslim states would still produce
more terrorist attacks than non-Muslim states even if they were given the same observable
characteristics. Yet behavioral differences across the two samples become insignificant
once a state’s domestic policies are taken into account. Domestic human rights abuses,
discrimination against minorities, and repressive policies made possible through oil wealth
erase the apparent effect of a state’s inclusion in the Muslim subsample.

Our study therefore joins a growing body of research that emphasizes the importance
of government policies in understanding why some states produce more terrorism than
others. This finding indicates that Islam is a much less powerful predictor of terrorism
than some scholars have argued. And it suggests that future terrorism research should pay
particular attention to the behavior of states’ governments toward their citizens, although
not necessarily at the expense of the cultural and institutional factors that also seem to drive
levels of terrorism.

The results of this study have implications beyond the academic debate regarding the
connection between religion and terrorism. Some have tried to paint the post-9/11 world as
one in which the West is aligned against Islam in a “clash of civilizations.”72 The underlying
assumption is that religious and cultural beliefs lead to the use of violence. This is a belief
that still seems to have plenty of traction. A 2011 Gallup poll found that 55 percent of
Americans believed that the Muslim world considers itself at war with the United States.
In a 2011 CNN/ORC poll, 42 percent of those polled had an unfavorable or somewhat
unfavorable view of Muslim countries, compared with 25 percent that had a favorable or
somewhat favorable view.

These recent polls, while anecdotal, suggest the possibility that Muslims and/or Islam
are sometimes viewed unfavorably or at odds with the West. However, our study suggests
that most of the differences between Muslim countries and the West (at least in regard
to transnational terrorism) are not due to “behavioral” factors like culture and/or religion.
Rather, the differences between Muslim and non-Muslim states with respect to their pro-
duction of terrorism is almost non-existent once government repression and discrimination
are taken into account. Thus, what has been billed as a “clash of civilizations” is more
a result of different approaches to governance. By focusing our attention more on how
governments treat their citizens in the Muslim world (which can change, and over which
the West might have some leverage) and less on the cultural/religious differences between
the West and Islam, we may be able to better deal with the root causes of terrorism.
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